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To those using this manual...

This manual is a design procedure for Glitsch Ballast Trays. Certain aspects of tower design are important if maximum capacity is desired and potential bottlenecks are to be circumvented. In the initial phase of tower design, the following points should be considered when tray spacings are established:

1. Extra tray spacing usually is required at transition trays, i.e., where a change in the number of passes is contemplated. A spacing of 4'-0" is preferred, particularly in large towers.

2. Extra space is required if the feed is vaporized.

3. Extra space should be provided for internal liquid feed pipes if tower loadings are high at the feed point. Internal piping preferably is located at a point just below trusses of the next higher tray.

A column may flood prematurely for reasons other than tray design. The following are examples:

1. The liquid line to the reboiler is too small, becomes plugged with debris, or the reboiler vapor line is too small or otherwise restricted. Any of these may cause liquid to back up in the bottom of the column above the reboiler vapor line.

2. The reboiler vapor jet stream impinges on the seal pan overflow, resulting in excessive entrainment to the bottom tray.

3. A restriction to liquid flow through a downcomer exists due to incorrect tray installation or the presence of debris.

4. Reboiler or feed vapor improperly introduced.

5. Excessive foaming or vaporization of liquid in downcomer.

6. Internal loads are appreciably higher than design loads due to an incorrect latent heat of vaporization, a change in operating pressure, or not having made a proper heat and material balance.

7. Water, hydrates, or trace components such as glycol accumulate in the column to form a third phase. An occasional slug of methanol has been used to alleviate hydrate problems.

8. The system pressure is too close to the critical pressure.

The design procedure given herein is intended to be neither conservative nor optimistic. As design procedures for some valve type trays frequently indicate a "calculated" capacity which is higher than calculated by this design manual, it should be understood that Glitsch Ballast trays are guaranteed to have a capacity equal to, or greater than, any other conventional trays on the market.
Ballast® Tray Features

Webster has defined ballast for use in reference to “that which needs to be held down because it is too light, too buoyant, or the like; it implies the addition of something heavy or solid enough to insure stability.” During an early phase in research and development of Ballast trays, it was found that valves that were permitted to seat flush had a tendency to be unstable; i.e., at low vapor rates, the vapor would channel through a few wide-open valves in a small aerated zone located at some indeterminate position. The remaining valves would be completely closed. With flush seated units, liquid can bypass around the aerated zone on single pass trays; and on two pass trays, one side of the tray can be completely inactive, or the activity can switch back and forth from one side to the other. Glitsch has eliminated the problem of instability with various types of Ballast trays.

The Glitsch A-1 Ballast tray has a three-piece unit consisting of an orifice cover, Ballast plate and a travel stop. At extremely low vapor rates, the orifice cover rise is limited by the weight of the Ballast plate. When only the orifice covers are open, the slot area is relatively low which causes a larger portion of the capped area to be active. At higher vapor rates, the Ballast plate rises until it contacts the travel stop. The A-1 Ballast tray is very resistant to leakage and is highly recommended when the liquid rates are extremely low, or if the absolute maximum flexibility is required.

It is a valve type tray somewhat similar to the “rivet” tray first used in 1922. It differs from other valve type trays in three major respects. First, the V-1 unit has a two-stage slot opening rather than the single-stage conventionally used. This permits a flow of vapor through all of the valves at low vapor rates and results in a wide range of stable operating conditions. Second, the perimeter of the valve element is sloped downward and provided with a sharp edge at the lower portion of the lip. The sharp edge accentuates turbulence at the position where vapor enters the liquid and generates additional vapor-liquid interfacial area to give a high tray efficiency. Third, a heavy weight unit is normally used except in vacuum towers. The heavy unit increases the pressure drop and thereby increases tray efficiency in the operating region where the valves are not fully open.

Advantages of Ballast trays may be summarized as follows:

1. Maximum efficiency at low loads insures a minimum quantity of off-specification products during start-up. The high degree of flexibility makes it possible to operate with a minimum utility expense over a wide range of feed rates.

2. High efficiency at conditions 5 to 10 per cent below incipient flooding results in an increase in usable capacity. This permits more effective utilization of the column and auxiliary equipment.

3. High efficiency at intermediate load conditions can be utilized to improve product quality; to reduce the reflux ratio, resulting in a savings in utilities; or, to reduce the number of trays.
4. The combination of low pressure drop and high efficiency for vacuum systems means a lower tower pressure drop. The V-4 Ballast tray has been used to separate the ethylbenzene-styrene system in a single column.

5. The mechanical design of the tabs are such as virtually to eliminate sticking problems. No sticking problems have occurred in approximately 4000 process units and 30,000 columns of V-type trays. Shutdown time is decreased, due to rapid draining. Maintenance is simplified and worker comfort is improved because the top of the disc is smooth and flat. There are no sharp projections above the tray deck.

At zero to relatively low vapor rates, the V-type unit is seated on three tabs which hold the disc above the deck by a distance of approximately 0.1". The 0.1" height is an optimum distance. A higher initial rise results in too much slot area for operation at low loads and a lower initial rise results in tray instability. The line of contact of the tab with the deck is a 90° edge which is provided in order to help prevent sticking from rust and corrosion. For special conditions, it may be desirable to permit selected Ballast units to seat completely. The tabs are omitted to accomplish this.

At high vapor rates, the unit rises vertically to a maximum clearance above the deck of approximately 0.32". At intermediate vapor rates, some units will be completely open and the others will be resting on the deck.

Ballast trays may be used in any clean service, and have been used in many services subject to severe fouling with excellent success. By experience in commercial columns where cleaning may be necessary, it has been found that Ballast trays stay on stream for much longer periods of time than do other trays in the same service.

The use of stainless steel decks and valves are recommended for services having H₂S present. Some customers prefer stainless for the valves and deck sections, but may use carbon steel for downcomers and tray components not touching the valve. Carbon steel or monel must be used in service where HF is present. Carbon steel decks have been used in approximately 60 per cent of all installations to date.

Carbon steel Glitsch Ballast units are only occasionally used for reasons of economy. They are not normally recommended because the sharp edge on the lip will be lost due to rusting prior to the initial start-up or at shutdowns. The sharp edge is worth 5 to 10 per cent in added tray efficiency.

NOTE: This publication contains statements, data and information intended to assist prospective users in the selection of the Glitsch equipment best suited to their needs. All technical data contained herein were developed under carefully controlled conditions which may not duplicate the user's actual process conditions. Therefore, nothing in this manual is to be deemed a warranty. Glitsch will be pleased to give appropriate warranties in its quotation and which will be incorporated into the user's purchase order.

Glitsch reserves the right to modify or improve these products without notice.
FIGURE 1
Ballast® Unit Types

Nomenclature used: X: Flush-seating  B: Blanked  H: Heavy

V-1, V-4

V-1X, V-4X

V-0

V-2X

A-1, A-4

A-2X, A-5X

A-2, A-5

V-1 TYPE
(Flat Orifice)

V-4 TYPE
(Extruded Orifice)
Description of Ballast® Units

The various types of Ballast units are shown on the facing page. A description of each unit follows:

V-0 A non-moving unit similar in appearance to the V-1 in a fully open position. It is used in services where only moderate flexibility is required and minimum cost is desired.

V-1 A general purpose standard size unit, used in all services. The legs are formed integrally with the valve for deck thicknesses up to $\frac{3}{8}''$.

V-2 The V-2 unit is similar to the V-1 unit except the legs are welded-on in order to create a more leak-resistant unit. The welded legs permit fabrication of Ballast units for any deck thickness or size. Large size units are frequently used for replacement of bubble caps.

V-3 A general purpose unit similar to the V-2 unit except the leg is radial from the cap center.

V-4 This signifies a venturi-shaped orifice opening in the tray floor which is designed to reduce substantially the parasitic pressure drop at the entry and reversal areas. A standard Ballast unit is used in this opening normally, although a V-2 or V-3 unit can be used for special services. The maximum deck thickness permissible with this opening is 10 gage.

V-5 A combination of V-0 and V-1 units. It normally is used where moderate flexibility is required and a low cost is essential.

A-1 The original Ballast tray with a lightweight orifice cover which can close completely. It has a separate Ballast plate to give the two-stage effect and a cage or travel stop to hold the Ballast plate and orifice cover in proper relationship.

A-2 The same as A-1, except the orifice cover is omitted.

A-4 An A-1 unit combined with a venturi-shaped orifice opening in order to reduce the pressure drop.

A-5 An A-2 unit combined with a venturi-shaped opening.

The diameter of the standard size of the V-series of Ballast units is $1\frac{7}{8}''$. The V-2 and V-3 units are available in sizes up to 6''.

Photographs of several Ballast trays are shown on page 8 and 9.
V-1 BALLAST TRAY,
9'-6" DIA.

V-1 BALLAST TRAY
(with Recessed Inlet Sump)
10'-0" DIA.
Process Design Data Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No. or Service</th>
<th>Tower diameter, I.D.</th>
<th>Tray spacing, inches</th>
<th>Total trays in section</th>
<th>Max. Δ P, mm Hg</th>
<th>Conditions at Tray No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vapor to tray, °F</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Compressibility</th>
<th>*Density, lb./cu. ft.</th>
<th>*Rate, lb./hr.</th>
<th>cu. ft./sec. (cfs)</th>
<th>cfs ( \sqrt{\frac{D_t}{(D_i-D_v)}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid from tray, °F</th>
<th>Surface tension</th>
<th>Viscosity, cp</th>
<th>*Density, lb./cu. ft.</th>
<th>*Rate, lb./hr.</th>
<th>GPM hot liquid</th>
<th>Foaming tendency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*These values are required in this form for direct computer input.

NOTES:

1. This form may be used for several sections of trays in one tower, for several towers, or for various loading cases. Use additional sheets if necessary.
2. Is maximum capacity at constant vapor-liquid ratio desired?
3. Minimum rate as % of design rate: _____________ %
4. Allowable downcomer velocity (if specified): _____________ ft/sec
5. Number of flow paths or passes: _____________ Glitsch Choice;
   Bottom tray downcomer: Total draw _____________; Other _____________
6. Trays numbered: top to bottom _____________; bottom to top _____________
7. Enclose tray and tower drawings for existing columns.
8. Manhole size, I.D. _____________ inches.
9. Manways removable: top _____________; bottom _____________; top & bottom _____________
10. Corrosion allowance: c.s. _____________; other _____________
11. Adjustable weirs required: yes _____________; no _____________
12. Packing material if required _____________; not required _____________
13. Tray material and thickness _____________
14. Valve material _____________
15. Ultimate user _____________
16. Plant location _____________
17. Other _____________

Form No. PE-8
Tray Design Information Required

Although it is possible to design valve trays based on only the internal vapor and liquid rates and densities, a more thorough design frequently can be obtained with complete information shown on the Process Design Data Sheet PE-8 (facing page). It is not necessary to provide all the information requested unless the system has properties different from those of conventional refinery and chemical separations. However, a design which is more likely to give the desired separation, capacity, pressure drop and flexibility will be obtained if complete information is given. The amount of time required to fill in the form is negligible when the importance of complete information is recognized.

It is important to have internal liquid and vapor loads at several tray locations if the loads vary appreciably from tray to tray. If the column is to be used in several different services, the loadings for each case should be calculated. An indication of minimum anticipated loads is also important. Minimum loads may be expressed as a percentage of design loads.

The type of service involved, or variety of services, should be given. Glycol dehydrators and amine absorbers are not designed by the same procedure as other service having identical densities and flow rates. If the system is frothy or has some other peculiar characteristic, the property should be described. Surface tension is an important physical property which should be given if available.

The allowable pressure drop, if specified, should not be made more restrictive than necessary. Ballast trays can be designed for a very low pressure drop; however, an unnecessarily restrictive pressure drop limitation may reduce the number of trays to a point where the desired separation cannot be obtained without going to two or more towers in series.

Frequently, an existing or specified tower diameter is larger than required. If a future increase in capacity is not contemplated, a less expensive design can be obtained by using larger downcomers than necessary, or by reducing the number of Ballast units. Many customers wish to utilize potential excess capacity. In order to obtain maximum capacity at constant vapor-liquid ratio, the ratio of downcomer area to active area is maintained for design conditions. This provides both adequate downcomer area and the proper active area for future increased loads. In most instances, the ultimate user will prefer a tray designed for maximum potential capacity rather than one designed for minimum cost.

Adjustable weirs are not required for a majority of services. They will not be used unless specified by the customer or required by process conditions.

Packing is not ordinarily required except in sumps and at the ends of trusses. The packing material is important for unusual services.
Design Procedure

Ballast trays are designed by a simple procedure. A diameter and tray spacing are estimated. The capacity, pressure drop and flexibility of a modular layout in that diameter are compared to customer specifications. A change in diameter, downcomer dimensions, cap spacing or tray spacing can then be made to meet specifications, to obtain a minimum cost design, or to obtain an optimum design, i.e., a design having maximum capacity and maximum efficiency.

Design Basis

Although it may be feasible to operate columns at near flood conditions, it is not possible to design them with a small safety factor and rely on them to always have the desired capacity and efficiency, whether guaranteed or not.

It has been a common practice of the industry to derate the calculated flood capacity for particular systems. For example, high pressure deethanizers have been known from experience to flood at say 60 per cent of the rate which might be obtained from an atmospheric column. Similarly, amine absorbers and glycol contactors might “carry-over” at say 70 per cent of calculated flood rates by some procedure.

The capacity procedure given in this manual accounts for the effect of high vapor density and foaming and no additional derating is necessary. In other words, a calculated per cent of flood of 100% means the tower can be expected to flood at design rates. By older methods, a calculated per cent of flood of say 60%, for a deethanizer as an example, might be equivalent to 100% of flood by the method given herein.

Flood Factor, FF

We recommend that new columns be sized so that design rates are no more than 82 per cent of flood rates. Some customers prefer a more liberal design in order to provide a contingency for process uncertainties. For example, a customer may specify that a column be capable of operating at 125 per cent of design rates. This implies a design at .82/1.25, or 66 per cent of flood as a maximum. An alternative would be to increase rates by a factor of 1.25 to obtain a new design basis.

The term FF, or flood factor, is used in certain equations for purposes of estimating column size. This term is the “design per cent of flood” expressed as a fraction. A value of not more than .77 is normally used for vacuum towers and a value of not more than .82 is used for other services. These values are intended to give not more than approximately 10% entrainment. Higher flood factors may result in excessive entrainment and/or a column sized too small for effective operation.

A flood factor of .65 to .75 should be used for column diameters under 36".
Downcomer Design Velocity, $VD_{dsg}$

Velocities used by various companies for sizing downcomers vary by a factor of more than two. Some companies use a residence time approach and others use a “maximum allowable velocity.” Columns can be operated with a liquid velocity in the downcomer as high as 3 ft/sec provided the vapor rate is sufficiently low. This is about five times as high as the “maximum allowable” by most methods. Hence, the term “maximum allowable” can be misleading.

The procedure used in the manual for establishing downcomer area is based on a “design” velocity given by Figure 4 or Equation 1. The smallest value from Equation 1a, 1b or 1c is used. The “system factor” used in Equation 1 makes an allowance for foaming. If the designer knows that a particular system has a foaming tendency, an appropriate system factor should be applied. Factors for several typical services are shown in Table 1a.

$$VD_{dsg} = 250 \times \text{System Factor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1a)
$$VD_{dsg} = 41 \times \sqrt{D_L - D_V} \times \text{System Factor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1b)
$$VD_{dsg} = 7.5 \times \sqrt{TS} \times \sqrt{D_L - D_V} \times \text{System Factor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1c)

where $VD_{dsg} =$ Design velocity, gpm/sq. ft.
$TS =$ Tray spacing, inches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>System Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non foaming, regular systems</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorine systems, e.g., BF₃, Freon</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate foaming, e.g., oil absorbers, amine and glycol regenerators</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy foaming, e.g., amine and glycol absorbers</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe foaming, e.g., MEK units</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam-stable systems, e.g., caustic regenerators</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4

Downcomer Design Velocity

$$VD_{dsg} = (VD_{dsg}^*) \times \text{(System Factor)}$$
Vapor Capacity Factor, CAF

Figure 5 shows the vapor capacity factor of Ballast trays. The value of CAF₀ from Figure 5 is multiplied by a “system factor” given in Table 1b to obtain a value corrected for foaming.

\[ \text{CAF} = \text{CAF}_0 \times \text{System Factor} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2a)

The system factor used in Equation 2a is given below.

\begin{center}
\textbf{TABLE 1b}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\textbf{System Factors}
\end{center}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>System Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-foaming, regular systems</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorine systems, e.g., BF₃, Freon</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate foaming, e.g., oil absorbers, amine and glycol regenerators</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy foaming, e.g., amine and glycol absorbers</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe foaming, e.g., MEK units</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam-stable systems, e.g., caustic regenerators</td>
<td>.30—.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The capacity of Ballast trays increases with increasing tray spacing up to a limiting value. For practical purposes, the limit occurs at 48" for vapor densities below 4 lb/cu ft. Very high vapor density systems reach a limit at a tray spacing below 48". For example, a system having a vapor density of 7 lb/cu ft would have a capacity factor of 0.33 for any tray spacing above 18". Since a 24" tray spacing is generally selected for mechanical accessibility, this spacing could be used rather than 30" which might otherwise be considered.

The amount of energy dissipated by vapor flowing through a tray and the quantity of entrainment generated thereby increase with decreasing vapor density. In vacuum columns the amount of entrainment generated causes a reduction in the capacity factor from that which can be obtained with higher vapor densities. This effect is given by the equation shown as step 3 on Figure 5a.

Figure 5b is a coordinate plot showing the same relation given on Figure 5a. The limit point shown on Figure 5b can be exceeded at very high vapor densities for systems such as high pressure absorbers, where the liquid is not at its boiling point and where the liquid density is independent of the system pressure. Do not extrapolate the capacity values for liquid densities under approximately 35 lb/cu ft.

\[ V_{\text{load}} = \text{CFS} \sqrt{D_v / (D_t - D_v)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2b)

where CFS = vapor rate, actual cu ft/sec

This term is used for sizing a column and for calculating per cent of flood for a given column diameter.
1. Draw a line through $D_v$ and $TS$, read $CAF_0$
2. Draw a line through $D_v$ and limit point, read $CAF_0$
3. If $D_v$ is less than 0.17 lb/cu ft, calculate
   \[ CAF_0 = (TS)^{0.60} \times (D_v)^{0.60}/12 \]
4. Select the smallest value from step 1, 2 or 3.
5. Go to equation 2a.
FIGURE 5b
FLOOD CAPACITY OF BALLAST TRAYS

See Equation (2 a)

NOTE: Extrapolate past Limit Line if conditions on page 14 are met.
FIGURE 6
BALLAST TRAY DIAMETER
( FOR APPROXIMATION PURPOSES ONLY)
Based on 24" Tray Spacing at 80% of flood

FOR FOUR PASS TRAYS:
(1) Divide V Load by 2
(2) Divide GPM by 2
(3) Obtain diameter from Two-Pass Tray Line
(4) Multiply diameter by \( \sqrt{2.0} \)
Approximation of Column Diameter

Flow Path Length, FPL. An approximate flow path length is useful for establishing the minimum tower diameter. Figure 6 is used to obtain an approximation of tower diameter from which the flow path length can be estimated.

\[ FPL = 9 \times \frac{DT}{NP} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where FPL = Flow path length, inches
DT = Tower diameter, feet
NP = Number of flow paths or passes

Active Area, AAM. The minimum active area is a function of vapor and liquid loads, system properties, flood factor and flow path length. Visual inspection of tray loadings usually will determine that tray which will give the largest active area.

\[ AAM = \frac{V_{load} + GPM \times FPL/13000}{CAF \times FF} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( V_{load} \) = Vapor load for any tray in the section
GPM = Liquid load for the same tray
AAM = Minimum active area, sq ft.
CAF = Capacity factor from Equation 2a
FF = Flood factor or design per cent of flood, fractional

Downcomer Area, ADM. The minimum downcomer area is a function of liquid rate, downcomer design velocity and flood factor. A visual inspection of liquid loads usually is sufficient to determine which tray requires the most downcomer area. The tray having the maximum liquid load is not necessarily the same one requiring the most active area.

\[ ADM = \frac{GPM}{(VD_{avg} \times FF)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( VD_{avg} \) = Downcomer velocity for design purposes, gpm/sq ft
ADM = Minimum downcomer area, sq ft

If the downcomer area calculated by Equation 5 is less than 11\% of the active area, use the smaller of the following:

ADM = 11\% of the active area, or
ADM = Double that by Equation 5

Column Area. The approximate column cross sectional area is calculated by Equation 6a or 6b. The larger value is used. A tower diameter based on the approximate column area is used as a starting point for more detailed calculations. Further design calculations may result in a change in tower diameter.

\[ ATM = AAM + 2 \times ADM \]  \hspace{1cm} (6a)

or \[ ATM = \frac{V_{load}}{.78 \times CAF \times FF} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6b)

\[ DT = \sqrt{ATM/7854} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where ATM = Minimum column cross sectional area, sq ft
Allocation of Areas for a Fixed Column Diameter

The diameter of a column may be estimated by Equation 7, or it may be some other value; e.g., an existing column diameter or one specified by the customer may be used. In any event, the actual cross sectional area of the diameter which is to be used is not likely to be the same as the approximate minimum by Equation 6.

If the actual tower cross sectional area is less than the calculated minimum area, a design for maximum capacity should be used; if it is greater than the calculated minimum, a design for either minimum cost or maximum capacity may be used.

Minimum Cost Design is obtained by making the active area equal to the minimum active area. The remaining tower area is devoted to downcomer area and downcomer seal area. For existing columns, it may be possible to reuse the existing downcomers at a savings, provided neither the downcomer area nor the active area is too small.

Maximum Capacity Design, one also giving maximum efficiency, is obtained by proportioning the active area and downcomer area so that the per cent of flood for vapor load is equal to the per cent of flood for liquid load. This type design is usually desired by the ultimate user; and, in the absence of specifications to the contrary, maximum capacity design is used by Glitsch for new columns. For maximum capacity design, the total downcomer area is calculated as follows:

\[
AD = AT \times \frac{ADM}{ATM}
\]

where
- \( AD \) = Total downcomer area, sq ft
- \( AT \) = Actual tower area, sq ft
- \( ADM \) = Minimum downcomer area by Equation 5
- \( ATM \) = Minimum tower area by Equation 6

The downcomer area generally should not be less than 10% of the column area. However, if the liquid rate is unusually low, a downcomer area smaller than 10% of the column area may be used provided it is at least double the calculated minimum downcomer area.

Tray Sketch

Having established the tower diameter and downcomer area, a sketch of the tray is useful to establish other dimensions. Figure 7 shows typical sketches for one to five pass trays.
Downcomer Widths, H

The terms \( H_1, H_3, H_5 \) and \( H_7 \) are used to designate the width in inches of the side, center, off-center and off-side downcomers, respectively. Corresponding areas at the top of downcomers are designated \( A_1, A_3, A_5 \) and \( A_7 \), respectively. Refer to Figure 7. The total downcomer area should be divided between the downcomers of multipass trays in proportion to the liquid rate received and the active area served. For large diameter towers having three or more flow paths, the active area in each flow path should be equal and the weir lengths adjusted so that the liquid rate to each weir is the same. This may require the use of sweptback side downcomer weirs or sweptback side downcomers. Sweptback downcomers of the circular and segmental circular type are shown on page 34. Table 2 is useful for allocating downcomer area in accordance with this concept. For example, each of the side downcomers of a four-pass tray would have an area of approximately 25% of the total downcomer area.

TABLE 2
Allocation of Downcomer Area & Downcomer Width Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passes</th>
<th>( A_{D_1} )</th>
<th>( A_{D_3} )</th>
<th>( A_{D_5} )</th>
<th>( A_{D_7} )</th>
<th>( H_1 )</th>
<th>( H_3 )</th>
<th>( H_5 )</th>
<th>( H_7 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.50 ea.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.25 ea.</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.50 ea.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.78 ea.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The width of side downcomers can be obtained from Table 4. An accurate estimate of the width of other than a side downcomer can be obtained by substituting width factors from Table 2 in Equation 9.

\[
H_i = WF \times \frac{AD}{DT}
\]

where \( H_i = \) Width of individual downcomer, inches

\( AD = \) Total downcomer area, sq. ft.

\( DT = \) Tower diameter, ft.

\( WF = \) Width factor from Table 2

Downcomer widths are usually adjusted to give a modular flow path length. For preliminary purposes, the flow path length can be made equal to 8.5" plus a multiple of 1.5". The flow path length is calculated by Equation 10 and then downcomer widths may be adjusted to give a modular FPL.

\[
FPL = \frac{12 \times DT - (2H_1 + H_3 + 2H_5 + 2H_7)}{NP}
\]

where \( NP = \) Number of passes

A flow path length of less than 16" is not feasible if internal manways are required. Some services have such a high liquid load relative to the vapor load that the flow path length minimum of 16" may make it necessary to use a larger tower diameter than that calculated by Equation 7. For this condition, the minimum required downcomer area and the minimum flow path length establish the least cost design.
Downcomer Area, AD

With downcomer widths adjusted to modular dimensions, or established by other considerations, actual downcomer areas can be calculated exactly by use of Table 4. Alternatively, the area of the center, off-center or off-side downcomers can be calculated with sufficient accuracy for preliminary purposes by use of the following equation:

\[ AD_i = H_i \times SF \times DT/12 \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where \( AD_i \) = Area of individual downcomer, sq ft
\( H_i \) = Width of individual downcomer, inches
\( SF \) = Span factor, fractional
\( DT \) = Tower diameter, ft

The span factor used in the above equation is the wall-to-wall distance at the mid-point of a downcomer, expressed as a fraction of tower diameter. Table 3 gives span factors. This table is also useful for estimating weir lengths and for checking exact methods for both downcomer area and weir length.

### TABLE 3

**Approximate Downcomer Span Factors, SF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passes</th>
<th>( H_1 )</th>
<th>( H_2 )</th>
<th>( H_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.885</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The downcomer area of even-numbered trays may be somewhat different from that of odd-numbered trays for two or four passes. An average value may be used as the total downcomer area for further calculations.

Active Area, AA

Active area is the area available for Ballast units between inlet and outlet edges of the tray. Either of the following two equations apply for straight downcomers or sloped downcomers with recessed inlets.

\[ AA = AT - (2AD_1 + AD_2 + 2AD_3 + 2AD_4) \]  \hspace{1cm} (12a)

\[ AA = AT - 2 \times (AD_{avg}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (12b)

where \( AD_{avg} \) is the average of the downcomer areas of odd-numbered and even-numbered trays. Sloped downcomers normally are used only with recessed inlet areas or draw sumps. The width and area of recessed inlets are usually the same as that at the top of the downcomers. Sloped downcomers with flat seal areas at the bottom are used when it is necessary to obtain additional Ballast units for decreasing the pressure drop. The additional active area which can be obtained by this type of downcomer design usually is not more than 50% of the downcomer area.
Percent of Flood at Constant V/L Ratio

With various areas established, the “percent of flood,” i.e., design Vload expressed as a percent of the flood Vload, may be calculated by Equation 13.

\[
\frac{\text{% Flood}}{100} = \frac{\text{Vload} + \text{GPM} \times \text{FPL}/13000}{\text{AA} \times \text{CAF}}
\]  
(13)

**NOTE:** Equations (14), (15), and (16) are omitted from this edition since they no longer have valid application.

The capacity of Ballast trays is also a function of the dry tray pressure drop. Columns with a short flow path length, small diameter columns, or columns with obstructions in the active area will have fewer Ballast units per square foot of active area than do columns not having these limitations. The number of Ballast units used on a tray may also be reduced from the maximum potential number to obtain a minimum cost design or for process reasons, i.e., to obtain efficient operation at substantially reduced rates. The following equation covers this criterion:

\[
\left[ \Delta P_{dry} \right]_{flood} = \text{TS} \times .2
\]  
(17)

where

- TS = tray spacing, inches
- \( \Delta P_{dry} \) = dry tray pressure drop from page 27 based on V-1 units

**Flood Vload**

The flood Vload at constant vapor to liquid ratio is the design (Vload) (100) divided by the percent of flood.
Pressure Drop

The pressure drop of Ballast trays is a function of vapor and liquid rates; number, type, metal density, and thickness of the valve, weir height and weir length. At low to moderate vapor rates, when the valves are not all fully open, the dry tray pressure drop is proportional to the valve weight and is essentially independent of the vapor rate. At vapor rates sufficiently high to open the valves fully, the dry tray pressure drop is proportional to the square of the vapor velocity through the orifices.

Dry Tray Pressure Drop. The dry tray pressure drop of the V-1 and V-4 Ballast trays most frequently used is obtained from Figure 8. This nomogram is based on a valve metal density of 510 lb cu ft.

The following two equations may be used for conditions not covered by the nomogram. The larger value is correct.

units part open: \[ \Delta P_{a,y} = 1.35 \frac{t_m D_m}{D_L} + K_1 (V_H)^3 \frac{D_v}{D_L} \]  
(18a)

units full open: \[ \Delta P_{a,y} = K_2 (V_H)^3 \frac{D_v}{D_L} \]  
(18b)

where \( \Delta P_{a,y} \) = inches liquid
\( t_m \) = valve thickness, inches
\( D_m \) = valve metal density, lb/cu ft
\( K_1, K_2 \) = pressure drop coefficients
\( V_H \) = hole velocity, ft/sec

Values of \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are given below together with the thickness corresponding to several gages and densities of commonly used metals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Unit</th>
<th>( K_1 )</th>
<th>( K_2 ) for deck thickness of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-1</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.074' .104' .134' .187' .250'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-4</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.68 .68 .68 n.a. n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hole Area. The area used to calculate hole velocity in Equation 18 is as follows:

\[ A_H = NU/78.5 \]  
(19)

where \( NU \) = total number of Ballast units
\( A_H \) = hole area, sq ft

See page 31 for an estimate of the number of units.
Total Tray Pressure Drop, $\Delta P$. Total tray pressure drop is calculated from the following equation:

$$\Delta P = \Delta P_{\text{tray}} + .4 (\text{gpm}/\text{Lwi})^{2/3} + .4 H_v$$

where $\Delta P =$ total pressure drop, inches liquid
$H_v =$ weir height, inches
$L_{wi} =$ weir length, inches

Pressure drop in inches of liquid can be converted to pounds per square inch or mm Hg by the following equations:

$$\Delta P, \text{lb/sq in} = (\Delta P, \text{inch liq}) (D_u)/1728$$  \hspace{1cm} (21a)

$$\Delta P, \text{mm Hg} = (\Delta P, \text{inch liq}) (D_u)/33.3$$  \hspace{1cm} (21b)

**Downcomer Backup**

The downcomer backup should not exceed 40% of the tray spacing for high vapor density systems (approximately 3.0 lbs/cu.ft.), 50% for medium vapor densities and 60% for vapor densities under 1.0 lbs/cu. ft. Otherwise, flooding may occur prior to the rate calculated by the jet flood equations. Downcomer backup, $H_{dc}$, in inches of liquid is calculated as follows:

$$H_{dc} = H_v + .4 (gpm/Lwi)^{2/3} + [\Delta P_{\text{tray}} + H_{ad}] \left[ \frac{D_u}{D_u - D_v} \right]$$

$$H_{ad} = .65 (V_{ad})^2 \quad \text{or} \quad 0.06 \frac{gpm/DCE}{DCCL}$$

where $H_{ad} =$ head loss under downcomer, inches liquid
$V_{ad} =$ liquid velocity under downcomer, ft/sec
$H_{dc} =$ liquid height in downcomer, inches
DCCL = downcomer clearance, inches
DCE = length of downcomer exit, inches

**Flexibility**

The estimated vapor velocity at which no leakage occurs on a single-pass conventional valve type tray is expressed by the following $V_{tr}D_v/D_e$ values versus the liquid level on the tray:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>3.5</th>
<th>4.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above velocities represent the leakage point with a standard design and can be reduced or increased by the choice of Glitsch Ballast units used. These are for guidance only, since a leakage rate of 25% of the liquid on the tray normally represents a 10 per cent loss in efficiency.

If adequate flexibility cannot be obtained when using the maximum complement of units, either of several methods may be taken to extend the lower operating limit to any desired value within reason: (1) increase the cap spacing to reduce the number of units or omit rows of units at the inlet or outlet edge of the tray; (2) use heavy units with a zero tab height (zero initial opening) at selected rows, if pressure drop permits. These units are considered as inactive. A-1 or V-2 units may be used for very low liquid rates or where complete closure is desired.
\[ V_{r}^2 = \frac{D_V}{D_L} \]

**FIGURE 8**

**BALLAST TRAYS**

**DRY TRAY \( \Delta P_D \)**

**V-1 & V-4 TRAYS**

**DENSITY OF LIQ.**

\[ \text{lb/cf} \]

---

**DECK THICKNESS**

- **V-1**
  - 0.1875
- **V-4**
  - 0.25

**UNITs FULLY OPEN**

\[ (\Delta P_D = K_v V_{ri}^2 D_V / D_L) \]

- **K_v** Varies W/Deck Thickness
- **14 GA**
- **12 GA**
- **10 GA**
- **0.1875**

**UNITs PARTIALLY OPEN**

\[ (\Delta P_D = 1.35 \frac{tmDm}{D_L} + K_v V_{ri}^2 D_V / D_L) \]

---

**OBTAIN \( \Delta P_D \) CORRESPONDING TO**

- (a) **UNITs PARTIALLY OPEN** and
- (b) **UNITs FULLY OPEN**

**THE LARGER VALUE APPLIES.**

**EXAMPLE: V-1 UNIT (14 Ga.)**

- Deck Thickness = 14 Ga.
- \[ V_{ri}^2 = \frac{D_V}{D_L} = 2.00 \]
- Density of Liquid = 23.0
- \( \Delta P_D(a) = 2.68 \)
- \( \Delta P_D(b) = 2.10 \)

\[ \therefore \Delta P_D = 2.68 \]

**NOTE: FOR THIS NOMOGRAM Dm = 510 \text{ lb/cf} \]

---
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FIGURE 9

TYPICAL 5'-0" SINGLE PASS BALLAST TRAY
Flow Path Width, WFP

The width of flow path is defined as the active area in square inches divided by the flow path length. This term is used to estimate the number of Ballast units.

\[ \text{WFP} = \frac{\text{AA} \times 144}{\text{FPL}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Approximate Number of Ballast Units

The number of Ballast units which will fit within the active area is the number of rows of units multiplied by the average number of units per row, with corrections for tray manway loss. This can be estimated as follows:

1. With truss lines parallel to liquid flow,

\[ \text{Rows} = \left[ \frac{\text{FPL} - 8.5}{0.5 \times \text{Base}} + 1 \right] \left[ \frac{\text{NP}}{\text{WFP}} \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

\[ \text{Units/Row} = \frac{\text{WFP}}{5.75 \times \text{NP}} \times \left( 0.8 \times \left( \text{No. Major Beams} + 1 \right) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

2. With truss lines perpendicular to liquid flow,

\[ \text{Rows} = \left[ \frac{\text{FPL} - 1.75 \times \text{No. Trusses} - 6.0}{2.5} \right] \left[ \frac{\text{NP}}{\text{WFP}} \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

\[ \text{Units/Row} = \frac{\text{WFP}}{\text{Base} \times \text{NP}} - \left( 2 \times \left( \text{No. Major Beams} + 1 \right) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

where \( \text{FPL} \) = Flow path length, inches
\( \text{WFP} \) = Width of flow path, inches
\( \text{NP} \) = Number of passes
\( \text{Base} \) = Base spacing of units, usually 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 or 6.0 inches

There will be approximately 12 to 14 units per square foot of active area using a base of 3 inches. Fewer units can be obtained by omitting rows or changing the base to use one of the other standard dimensions.

Truss lines are usually parallel to liquid flow in columns not having a major beam, but are usually perpendicular to liquid flow in columns having a major beam. Swept-back weirs will result in a loss of Ballast units. The actual number of Ballast units used on a tray can be determined only by a detailed tray layout.

A typical tray layout is shown on Figure 9.
Anti-Jump Baffles for Multipass Trays

Operation at high rates require that anti-jump baffles be added at the center and/or off-center downcomers of multipass trays. A discussion of the function, conditions which require such baffles, and mechanical design follows. These comments apply to all types of trays; bubble cap, sieve, etc.

Anti-jump baffles consist of a metal plate suspended vertically above the center and off-center downcomers of multipass trays. The bottom of the baffle is normally at the same elevation as the top of the overflow weir. The top of the baffle is 11" to 20" above the tray floor. The baffle is essentially equal in length to the weir length but does not require sealing at joints or the tower shell. It is normally made in three pieces; the center piece being a manway.

These baffles have been tested thoroughly in a three foot wide x six foot long air-water simulator and are in successful service in over 2000 columns. By observation, vapor expansion at the outlet weir pumps the liquid over the weir. At a sufficiently high vapor rate, the trajectory carries the liquid completely over the downcomer and onto the opposite side of the tray. The tray then floods prematurely due to increased liquid holdup, caused by cycling of the liquid across one side of the tray and back to the other. Anti-jump baffles deflect the liquid into the downcomer, as does the tower shell when the flow is towards the side downcomers. Baffles are recommended if the operating \( V_{\text{load/AA}} \) exceeds the limiting \( V_{\text{load/AA}} \):

\[
\text{where limiting } V_{\text{load/AA}} = 0.336 - 0.0192 \text{ (GPM/WFP)}
\]

There are other factors which could cause baffles to be required.

Picket Fence Weirs

Picket Fence Weirs are normally recommended if the GPM/Lwi is less than 0.25-0.30. These are shown on the opposite page. For very low liquid rates splash baffles are recommended. These are solid plates extending from shell to shell. The solid baffle is parallel to, and located just before, the overflow weir.

Number of Passes

Usually, a smaller tower diameter can be obtained by using multipass trays to hold liquid rates below 8 GPM/WFP. The number of Ballast units which can be placed on a tray decreases as the number of passes increases; and, both pressure drop and downcomer backup may increase. Tray efficiency will decrease with increasing number of passes due to the smaller flow path length. The minimum practical diameter and preferred diameter for multipass trays is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many customers prefer to use trays having no more than two passes. If the number of passes is restricted, either by customer preference or by tower diameter limitations, liquid rates up to 20 GPM/WFP can be and have been used.
FIGURE 11  Downcomer Types

A  VERTICAL APRON DOWNCOMER

B  RECESSED INLET AREA

C  STEPPED APRON DOWNCOMER

D  ENVELOPE DOWNCOMER

E  PIPE DOWNCOMER

SWEEP-BACK SIDE WEIR

SEGMENTAL CIRCULAR DOWNCOMER

CIRCULAR DOWNCOMER

SEAL PAN

DRAWOFF PAN

EXTENDED DOWNCOMER

CENTER BOXED DOWNCOMER FROM CENTER SUMP

SIDE BOXED DOWNCOMER FROM CENTER SUMP
Weir Length

Weir lengths may be obtained from Table 4. An average weir length for even-numbered and odd-numbered trays of two and four pass trays is used for calculating pressure drop. A swept-back weir on the side downcomers can be used to increase the weir length for purposes of reducing pressure drop. A swept-back weir does not significantly change either the active area or the effective downcomer area, or the capacity of the trays.

Weir Height

A weir height of 2" is used in most services. Exceptions are those having a low pressure drop specification. A weir height as low as ½" has been used in vacuum columns but a 3/4" minimum weir height is normally recommended. A weir height up to 6" can be used where a high liquid residence time is necessary, for example where a chemical reaction is involved. If the weir height is greater than 15% of the tray spacing, the effective tray spacing for purposes of calculating percent of flood should be reduced by the excess of the weir height over 15% of the tray spacing.

Inlet Weirs

Inlet weirs ordinarily are not used with Ballast trays except to distribute reflux to the top tray or to insure a positive seal at high vapor rates and low liquid rates.

Inlet Sumps

Recessed inlet sumps used in conjunction with sloped or stepped downcomers have the following advantages as a method for introducing liquid to the tray.

1. A positive seal is provided under all operating conditions.

2. Liquid enters the tray with a vertical component rather than with only a horizontal movement. This results in better aeration at the inlet edge of the tray and increases both tray efficiency and capacity.

3. Decreases downcomer backup.

Inlet sumps are slightly more expensive than flat seal areas. However, the added cost is small compared with value received.

Area Under Downcomer, AUD

The term AUD is used to designate the most restricted area at the bottom of the downcomer. This area is usually established at ½ to ⅛ that at the top of the downcomer. A velocity of 1.5'/sec is not unusual. Foamy systems require a lower velocity.

Downcomer Types

Various types of downcomers are shown on Figure 11.
Example Design Problem

A two pass tray design with a 20 inch tray spacing will be illustrated. Design loads together with a summary of design calculations are shown on the facing page. The method of determining the proper downcomer area for maximum capacity is shown below. The column will be designed for not more than 70% of flood by customer specification; i.e., the flood factor is .70. The system is nonfoaming, and the system factor is 1.0.

Eq. 1c \[ VD_{z,x} = 7.5 \times \sqrt{20} \times \sqrt{29.33 - 2.75} \times 1.0 = 170 \text{ gpm/sq ft} \]

Eq. 2a \[ CAF = .395 \times 1.0 = .395 \text{ ft/sec} \]

Fig. 6 Approximate DT = 7'-6" (based on 24" TS & 80% Flood)

Eq. 3 Approximate FPL = 9 \times 7.5/2 = 33.7 inches

Eq. 4 AAM = (8.86 + 1100 \times 33.7/13000)/(.395 \times .70) = 42.5 sq ft

Eq. 5 ADM = 1100/(170 \times .70) = 9.25 sq ft

Eq. 6b ATM = 42.5 + 2 \times 9.25 = 61.0 sq ft

Eq. 7 DT = \sqrt{61.0/.7854} = 8.8 ft. Use 9'-0" or 108"
   AT = .785 \times 9.0^2 = 63.62 sq ft

Eq. 8 AD = 63.62 \times 9.25/61.0 = 9.9 sq ft
   AD is more than 10% of column area. OK

Eq. 9 H_s = 12 \times 9.9/9.0 = 13.2 inches
   \[ AD_s = 9.9/2 = 4.95 \]
   \[ AD_s/AT = 4.95/63.62 = .0777 \]
   \[ H_s/D = .1315 \text{ from Table 4} \]
   \[ H_s = .1315 \times 108 = 14.2 \text{ inches} \]

Eq. 10 FPL = (12 \times 9 - (2 \times 14.2 + 13.2))/2 = 33.2 inches
   Modular FPL = 32.5 or 34 inches, use 32.5
   Use H_1 = 14.5, H_2 = 14"
   \[ AD_1 = 5.09 \text{ sq ft each} \quad 2 \times AD_1 = 10.18 \]
   \[ AD_2 = 10.5 \text{ sq ft} \quad \text{Average AD} = 10.34 \text{ sq ft} \]

Eq. 12a AA = 63.62 - 20.68 = 42.94 sq ft

Eq. 13 \% Flood = \frac{(100)(8.86 + 1100 \times 32.5/13000)}{42.94 \times .395} = 68.6

Eq. 14 \% Flood = \frac{100 \times 8.86}{63.62 \times .395 \times .78} = 45.2

Since Eq. 13 gives greater value than Eq. 14, use Eq. 13
**Ballast Tray Design**

Customer: 
Inq. No.: 
User: 

Glitsch Job No.: 
Date: 

Sheet of 
Rev.: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel No.</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>D.T., Tower Dia. 9'-0&quot; =</th>
<th>AT, Tower Area</th>
<th>AA, Active Area</th>
<th>AD, Downcomer Area</th>
<th>NP, No. of flow paths</th>
<th>FPL, flow path length</th>
<th>WFP, flow path width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-3</td>
<td>C3 Splitter</td>
<td>108 inches</td>
<td>63.62 sq ft</td>
<td>42.94 sq ft</td>
<td>10.34 sq ft</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.5 inches</td>
<td>190 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L_wl, weir length:</th>
<th>H_w, weir height:</th>
<th>Anti-jump baffles on trays:</th>
<th>Draw pans on trays:</th>
<th>Feed to trays:</th>
<th>Manholes on trays:</th>
<th>Mtl/Thk: Valve</th>
<th>Packing: Tray</th>
<th>Sumps</th>
<th>Truss Ends</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181.7 inch; swept</td>
<td>2 inch; adj.</td>
<td>future loads</td>
<td></td>
<td>vaporized</td>
<td>I.D.</td>
<td>4/05s/16Ga; Decks</td>
<td>05/10Ga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Loadings at Tray No. | No. Trays in Section | Tray Spacing, inches | System (foam) Factor | Rate, lbs/hr | Rate, cfs, cu ft/sec | D_v, lb/cu ft | V_load, cfs/| V/| D_v/(D_v - D_v) | CAF |
|----------------------|----------------------|----------------------|---------------------|--------------|----------------------|----------------|-------------|----------------------|------|
| 1                    | 75                   | 20                   | 1.0                 | 225.2        | 2.75                 | 2.93           | 8.86        | .395                 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D_c, lb/cu ft</th>
<th>VD_dcg</th>
<th>(AD × VD_dcg/GPM)^a = DLF</th>
<th>%_Flood, const. V/L, Eq. 13</th>
<th>Valve Type</th>
<th>Thk. inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>V-1 .06</td>
<td>1 .06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Valves</th>
<th>A_h, sq ft</th>
<th>V_v = D_v/D_L</th>
<th>∆P_dry</th>
<th>GPM/L_wl</th>
<th>H_w</th>
<th>∆P, inches liquid</th>
<th>∆P, mm Hg or psi</th>
<th>V_load/A_h, dsgn</th>
<th>A_w, sq ft</th>
<th>H_w, inches liquid</th>
<th>H_w, inches liquid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>534.6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>7.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Remarks:

---
Tray Efficiency

Figure 12 shows a plot of overall tray efficiency of the V-1 Ballast tray obtained in a 4'-0" diameter fractionating column on the isobutane/n-butane and cyclohexane/n-heptane systems at several pressures. The results of these tests are described fully in Glitsch Bulletin No. 160.

This figure may be used as a guide in selecting tray efficiency for design of commercial columns for similar systems. However, the usual practice has been to establish the number of trays required to obtain the desired separation with bubble cap or sieve trays and to use the same number of Ballast trays. The V-4 Ballast tray has been used to separate the ethylbenzene-styrene system in a single column without having an excessive bottom tray pressure.

Large size V-2 Ballast units have been used to replace bubble cap and riser assemblies in existing columns. The efficiency and capacity of the installations have exceeded that of the original bubble cap tray.

Extra trays to compensate for mislocation of the feed tray and instrumentation swings should be considered when the number of trays is established.
Mechanical Details

Ballast Unit Spacing

Orifices of 1 17/32" diameter are punched in the deck for insertion of Ballast units. A group of up to seven holes may be punched on each stroke of the press when the standard close pitch is used. Four of the holes are in one row and the other three are in another row which is displaced forward 1 1/2" and staggered midway between the holes of the adjacent line. The deck panel progresses 3" with each stroke and produces a pattern of holes having a triangular base of 3" and a height of 2.5". Truss lines are parallel to the base of the triangle.

The base of the triangle can be changed at will. Standard triangular base dimensions of 3 1/2, 4, 4 1/2 and 6 inches in addition to the 3" base are used. The triangular height of 2.5" is used for all spacings; this permits modular deck panel widths to be used.

Weir to Ballast Unit Distance

The distance from the outlet weir to the centerline of the nearest row of Ballast units is standardized at 4 1/4". The distance from the inlet edge of the tray to the nearest Ballast unit is also 4 1/4". These dimensions are varied for special applications.

Tower Manhole Size (Inside Diameter)

The tower manhole inside diameter is a major factor in designing the trays, as this affects the tray manway width and the number of pieces that must be installed. Small tower manholes do not permit an optimum design and could appreciably affect the cost of the trays.

The number of rows of Ballast units on a panel and the depth of truss required for the mechanical design determine the minimum diameter of the vessel manhole required. If the number of rows of Ballast units per panel is 5, 6 or 7 (using 2 1/2" row centers), the approximate manhole inside diameter required is 16", 18 1/2" and 21", respectively. Large manholes are especially important for larger towers, or where a large number of trays is involved, as a reduction in the number of pieces becomes more significant.

Trusses

In small towers, the trusses usually run parallel to liquid flow. In towers requiring a major support beam, trusses usually run perpendicular to liquid flow. One or more major support beams are usually required for diameters greater than 12 ft. The major support beams are nearly always installed parallel to liquid flow.

The truss depth and construction is made adequate to support the tray weight plus 20 to 25 pounds per sq. ft. uniform load with a 1/8" maximum deflection for towers up to 12'-6" diameter. A 3/16" maximum deflection is usually allowed for towers above 12'-6" diameter. On very large diameter towers, the allowable deflection may be greater. The trusses can be cambered to compensate for high deflections which may be encountered in large diameter towers. The trusses are designed to support not only dynamic loadings, but also a concentrated load of 250 pounds or more at any point without exceeding
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the tangential stress limits in extreme fibers. “Explosion proof” trays designed to withstand a load of 600 lbs. per sq. ft. or more from either top or bottom side may be made for special applications.

**Truss Gap**

The distance between the centerline of Ballast units across a truss is 41/4” for lap joints and 31/2” for butt joints. The 41/4” can be reduced when necessary by use of special clamps.

**Tray Ring Gap**

The center of a Ballast unit can be placed no closer than 11/4” from the tray ring to prevent interference. However, due to tower out-of-roundness, this distance could be as much as 11/4” plus 1/4 of 1% of the tower diameter after trays are installed.

**Tray Diameter**

The diameter of the tray deck must be properly sized to allow for tower out-of-roundness, weld metal at the tray ring, etc. It is standard practice to allow 3/4” clearance between the edge of the tray deck and the tower shell when using 11/2” and 2” wide rings; 1” is standard for 21/2” wide rings; and, 11/8” is standard for 3” rings and wider.

**Circular Downpipes and Ducts**

Circular downpipes or rectangular ducts are frequently used at transition trays, chimney trays, accumulator trays, from the bottom tray sump to the bottom of the tower, with cartridge type trays, etc. The collection area or recessed sump to which the downpipe is attached is sized as if it were a conventional downcomer by methods given previously. The sump should be at least 15” deep. A velocity of 2 to 3 ft/sec can be used to size the duct.

**Channels for Liquid Flow**

A recessed sump beneath the center or off-center downcomer of two and four pass trays is frequently used to conduct liquid to the side of the tower for withdrawal as a sidestream or as circulating reflux. Similarly, channels are sometimes used to distribute non-flashing feed liquid to multipass trays in lieu of feed pipes and distribution headers. If the channel width is smaller than the nozzle, a box is placed at the end of the channel so as to encompass the nozzle. A velocity of not more than 2.5 ft/sec based on the cross sectional area of the channel is recommended.
Trays
BALLAST™ tray
Bi-FRAC™ tray
FLEXILOCK™ tray construction
FLEXITRAY™ valve tray
HORIZON™ technology
KITTEL™ tray
MAX-FRAC™ tray
MINIVALVE™ tray deck
OMNI-FIT™ technology
PLUST™ technology
PROVALVE™ tray
PURGET™ downcomer
SATURN™ technology
SPEED-WAY™ manway
SUPERFLUX™ tray
SUPERFRAC™ tray
TRITON™ tray
ULTRA-FRAC™ tray
VARIOFLEX™ tray

Packing
BETA RING™ random packing
CASCADE MINI-RINGST™ random packing
CMRT™ random packing
ETAPAK™ random packing
FLEXIGRID™ severe service grid
FLEXIPAC® structured packing
FLEXIPAC® HC™ structured packing
FLEXIRING™ random packing
GEMPAC™ structured packing
GLITSCH GRID™ severe service grid
GOODLOE™ mesh structured packing
HY-PAK™ random packing
IMTP™ random packing
INTALOX™ structured packing
INTALOX™ Packed Tower Systems technology
INTALOX PACKED TOWER SYSTEMS WITH PROCESS TOWER “L”
INTALOX™ SNOWFLAKE™ random packing
INTALOX™ ULTRA™ random packing
KATAMAX™ structured packing
KFBE™ packing
PROFLUX™ severe service grid
ROSEMAX™ structured packing
Super INTALOX™ Saddles
random packing

Separations technology
COALEX™ liquid-liquid coalescing media
DEMISTER™ mist eliminator
DEMISTER-PLUS™ mist eliminator
FLEXICHEVRON™ mist eliminator
FLEXIFIBER™ mist eliminator
FLEXIPEAK™ mist eliminator
KOCH-OTTO YORK™ separations technology
OTTO YORK and Design (Football)™
KY-FLEX™ liquid-liquid coalescing media
KY-MESH™ liquid-liquid coalescing media
TYPE “D” SAFETY SCRUBBER™ mist eliminator housing
YORK-EVENFLOW™ vane inlet device
YORKMESH™ knitted wire mesh

Software
AHOP™ Automated Hardware Ordering Program
BATCHFRAC™ software utility
KG-TOWER™ equipment rating program
RATEFRAC™ software utility

Liquid-liquid extraction equipment
KARR™ column
SCHEIBEL™ column

For more information about the Koch-Glitsch trademarks listed below, visit the Koch-Glitsch Web site at www.koch-glitsch.com.
Koch-Glitsch Corporate Offices

Worldwide Headquarters

Koch-Glitsch, LP
4111 East 37th Street North  Wichita, KS 67220 - United States  tel: (316) 828-5110  fax: (316) 828-7985

Europe

Koch-Glitsch Italia S.r.l.
Via Torri Bianche, 3A  20871 Vimercate - MB - Italy  tel: +39 039 6386010  fax: +39 039 6386011
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Koch Chemical Technology Group Singapore Pte. Ltd.
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Emergency Numbers

United States/Latin America:  1-888-KOCH-911 (mass transfer), 1-316-207-7935 (mist elimination), or your local Koch-Glitsch office.

Canada:  1-905-852-3381 (Uxbridge, Ontario).

Europe/Middle East/Africa:  +39-06-928-911 (Italy), +44-1782-744561 (UK), or your local Koch-Glitsch office.
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Legal Notice
The data in this bulletin are for general information only and are based on tests carried out under conditions which may not apply to your requirements. No warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied. No information contained in this bulletin constitutes an invitation to infringe any patent, whether now issued or issued hereafter. All descriptions and specifications are subject to change without notice.